Erasmus +
FRANCE

The erasmus+ project is an exchange between 3 classes from France, Turkey, and Germany for two years.
The subject of the exchange is Unmask fake news. If everything is going well we will go to Turkey and
Germany then; they will come too in France. We will regularly write you newsletter to inform you of the
unfolding of the project.
As things progress, we will hide some fake news in our newsletter you will have to find.

LOGO

Every school have made a logo for the project Erasmus +. All the student
has voted for their favourite logo. The winners are the logo 9 made by
Turkey with 6 stars, then the logo 1 made by France with 4 stars and
finally the logo 5 made by German with 3 stars.

logo 9

logo 5

logo 1

SITUATION IN FRANCE

SITUATION IN TURKEY

Because of covid19 in France, there is

In Turkey, most of us can't go to

a 7 p.m. curfew every day and

school right now because the number

wearing of a mask is compulsory

of confirmed cases is extremely high.

everywhere, but all businesses remain

The schools are open for 8th and 12th

open except bars and restaurants. In

graders but the rest of the students

our school, we have respective rooms,

continue with online education. There

and we come to class every third day

is a nationwide curfew between 9 PM

because the class is divided into

and 5 AM. In provinces that are listed

three groups due to the sanitary

as high risk, the curfew covers the

restrictions of the canteen. In the

weekend, as well. Most bussinesses

canteen we eat by class and we are

are open but you may need

separated by a chair each.

something called a HES code to enter
some establishments. HES (Hayat Eve
Sı

ğar-Life

Fits Into Home) is a code

that helps establishments see your
Covid-19 risk status.

